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Implementing PSR
 PART 3 – Case Studies: PSR Reality
Checks

Collaboration is multiplication
John C. Maxwell

ABSTRACT

The initial implementations of Precision Scheduled
Railroading (PSR) have demonstrated measurable value in
financial and operational performance of a railroad company
committed to operating safety and reliably. Associated
growing pains continue to be realities within the railroad
companies implementing PSR as well as the resulting shock
waves that other railroads, industry partners, and advocacy
/ policy partners for the public and enterprises are left to
absorb. This is to be expected when pioneering disruptions
in industry; that slippery slope of crossing the chasm in the
quest of incenting mainstream adoption.
PSR however, is on the verge of an inflection point, while
Digital Business Transformation is moving in at an
unprecedented speed.
Industry-wide, there is both
excitement and apprehension about how to move forward
with implementing PSR while embracing the new digital age.
This whitepaper introduces PSR 2.0 as the means for
implementing and scaling PSR for mainstream adoption.
This applies within individual railroad companies (Class
1,2,3, shortline, tenant, passenger), as well as across railroad
and transportation ecosystems. Key tenets involve fostering
an entrepreneurial culture, exercising business rigor and
relevancy, forging productive partnerships across the
ecosystem, safeguarding end-to-end flow, and fostering
learning organizations. The implementation approach
moves from Big Bang to Entrepreneurial Time-to-Market.
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